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Half a Stone’s Throw 

 

By Adam Shaftoe-Durrant 

 

The windowed wall of the Officer’s Club at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base spilled 

dying beams of sunlight into the mostly empty drinking hall. An Armed Forces Radioman 

delivered the latest weather update over an R. E. Thompson V-50 that gave every appearance of 

being a Great War veteran. There was a calm, predictable monotone to the DJ’s voice, and it 

belied the pandemonium occurring elsewhere on the island.  

Two men stared at each other over one of the club’s card tables. Folios and files covered 

the felt green surface that held the memories of countless games of Bridge and Poker. James 

Bond squared his shoulders, looking directly at one of the few men in the world he called a 

friend.  

“Does M know?” Bond asked. 
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“I didn’t know until an hour ago,” Felix Leiter answered.   

James touched two fingers to back of his left hand, feeling the slightly alien texture of the 

newest skin graft covering up the scars of his SMERSH brand from a lifetime ago. Death to 

spies. Those three words hung over Bond’s head for more than a decade. Now he was being 

asked to embrace them as a mission for King, country, and the CIA.  

“Does M know the CIA wants to use me as an assassin?” Bond asked again. 

Felix pushed a dossier until it pressed against Bond’s sweating glass of Tennessee 

whiskey, teasing beads of water onto the porous manila folio.  

“Does it really matter?”  

The radio DJ signed off, leaving a temporary silence between the two spies. Bond picked 

up the file with one hand and drained half his whiskey with the other. Clanking ice and the thunk 

of the glass returning to the table drowned out the opening bars of The Marcels’ Blue Moon. 

“You seem to be the expert in the room, you tell me,” Bond said leafing through the file. 

Felix raised his left arm, running the hook where his hand should have been through a 

short shock of sun bleached hair.  

“How many active agents do you have in the 00-section, James?” 

“Including myself?”  

Felix nodded. 

“Two.”  

“And you, yourself, recommended 003 be removed from field work.” Felix pulled 

another file folder from his Pinkerton briefcase.  
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“Probationary agent 003 continually demonstrates a reticence to exercise lethal force in 

the discharge of his duties. 003 places the mission at risk in an effort to find non-lethal solutions 

to problems instead of exercising his mandate as a member of SIS’s 00-section.”  

“These are your words. Shall I continue?” 

“Get to the damn point, Felix.”  

“The point is for all intents and purposes, you, such as you are, are the best and only asset 

that the Admiral could muster. So of course he knew, James. The Admiral always knows, and he 

does what’s necessary.”  

Bond finished the rest of his whiskey by way of a reply.  

Six hours ago he was in Jamaica, supervising 003 on yet another training mission. The 

boy was too young for the war, but too talented not to rise to the top of the secret service. By 

rights, Alfie hadn’t earned his 00-section number. Though the young spy didn’t let the 

technicality stop him from seeing himself as Bond’s replacement.  

“I need to know you can do this.” Felix leaned into the plea.  

Bond let the file fall onto the table before answering.  

“Do you also think I’m too drunk and too fat to get the job done? Should I go back to 

Jamaica until I lose half a stone and clean myself up?”  

Felix heaved a sigh as Bond went on the offensive.  

“Don’t make this personal. You’re only forty, but you’ve got the heart and liver of a man 

ten years your senior. The less said about the tar pits you call lungs the better. The only reason 

you’re looking at retirement is because moderation isn’t part of your boarding school lexicon. 

You keep falling off the damn wagon. Be that as it may, the CIA needs you to crawl through the 
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jungle and kill one of your own. You’re no Red Grant, James, and I need to know I’m not 

sending you on a mission you can’t complete.” 

Bond refilled his glass to the three-quarter mark.  

“It’s a mission. I’ll get it done. If you, M, or the almighty Himself has any other concerns 

about my ability to do so, then you never should have tapped me as your hit man. Now why 

don’t you tell me how our friends in Langley made such a mess of this Pig Bay invasion that you 

need Special Division to clean up your mess.” 

# 

The angry halo of burning tobacco cast a glow over captive and captor. Stray sunlight 

penetrated through the uneven joins where the walls and floorboards didn’t quite meet. The hut 

was the luxury suite of the overnight prison camp built by the Cuban Revolutionary Armed 

Forces to house the captives of Brigade 2506.  

“Mat Volkov,” Raul Castro said the name with a puff of pipe smoke that hung heavy in 

the air.   

“Generalissimo,” she answered. “I’m disappointed your brother wouldn’t  

make time for me.” 

“My brother is quite busy with the aftermath of our victory over your CIA army, Volkov. 

Or do you prefer your American codename, Water Snake? Our friends in Moscow sent us your 

file. So many names for such a pretty lady.” 

Mat Volkov, the Mother of Wolves to the Russians, Water Snake to the CIA, Zero to the 

British, smiled at the left hand of the Castro regime.  
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“Your friends in Moscow probably had some very specific orders for you and your 

brother. I doubt I’ll be getting hung by my toenails or marched about the town square any time 

soon. Tell me, could you spare a cigarette?” 

“Puta,” Castro spat the words around his pipe. The woman allowed herself the pleasure 

of a laugh.  

“Svin’ya petukh,” she answered back in Russian. “Or so I’m told. Do you comprehend 

the trouble you’ve invited to your glorious revolution for keeping me? You think Kennedy 

doesn’t want me as badly as Khrushchev does? Everybody is going to come for me. CIA, KGB, 

Fox, the SIS, maybe even those SPECTRE clowns. I’m their Girl Friday.”  

Like her namesake animal, she could smell the stress dripping off the man before her.  

Even as Raul Castro curled his hand to a fist and drove it into her solar plexus, she feasted on her 

captor’s anxiety.  

“You have soft hands, like a banker who counts money all day,” she said through the 

pain.  

Castro’s pipe fell from his mouth; the crude clay of its stem snapped in half against the 

floorboards. The younger Castro put all his weight into the second punch, stepping forward as 

his fist drove home.  

“One less…cargo ship…Nikita will send you,” she coughed.  

# 

 

 To James Bond, Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint 

George, 00-section agent, and Commander in Her Majesty’s Navy, women were many 

splendored and terrible things. Only in 1961 could he imagine a woman as the most important 
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player in the great game between nations. Sitting inside the ward room of the USS Nautilus, 

America’s first atomic submarine, Bond felt like a relic of another time.  

“How the devil did this woman get to know so much about all of our operations?” Bond 

asked. Felix grinned as he fixed a fork in the clamp of his hook hand.  

“I know you’re English, and that means that your vision of the social order begins with 

the Victorians, but try to get past it. We play the game, she is the game. It’s that simple.” 

“I wouldn’t get too righteous about American attitudes toward women, particularly given 

our surroundings,” Bond answered back.   

The submarine’s ward room was a refuge of solitude. Elsewhere on the ship men – and 

only men – worked, slept, and lived stacked atop each other. If one man broke wind, the entire 

compartment lived with the stink. A lewd joke whispered between ratings was the stuff of 

shipboard legend for weeks. Inside the acrylic windows of officers’ country there was only the 

dull hum of the ship’s screws reverberating through the compartment. The only smell was the 

bacon and ice cream that sat before James and Felix. Privacy, bacon, and ice cream, they were 

the only delicacies the Nautilus could offer, and Bond gladly accepted them all.  

 “You’re clear on the operational details then?” Felix asked before sipping at his coffee. 

“Swim from the Nautilus to Point Able. March inland, pretending to be a lost Cuban 

soldier,” Bond paused, looking at the drab olive dungarees hanging over the back of an empty 

chair. “Find Water Snake at Point Bravo. Terminate her before the Cubans flip her to the 

Russians.” Bond tapped at his chest where, much to the Chief of the Boat’s objections, he wore 

the .25 Beretta that M gave him on the occasion of his 10th anniversary with the 00-section.  

“Extraction at Point Charlie.” Bond finished. 

“In and out in under twenty-four hours.” Felix added. 
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“This is the third time you’ve mentioned that particular detail. I dealt with worse than this 

in officer training at Dartmouth,” Bond paused. “Still, there’s something I don’t understand. 

Why would Water Snake bother with a cock-up as inevitable as this invasion?” 

Felix stared into the dark bilge of his coffee as if it were the oracle, capable of offering 

him some wisdom to balm the truth.  

“Because sometime after Dien Bien Phu she became principled.” 

“I don’t get your meaning,” Bond said. 

“You and I play for king and country…well you do. I play because Mr. Dulles lets me 

collect a Senior Special Agent’s paycheque in addition to my Pinkerton salary. The Snake plays 

for her conscience.” 

 “Don’t we all?” James asked before stuffing a strip of the greasy honey-smoked ham in 

his mouth, following that up with a heaping spoonful of ice cream.  

“Don’t be a child,” Felix said through a laugh.  “We can’t all be right. The CIA thinks it’s 

doing what’s best for world peace, but so does the SIS, the KGB, and the CID. The Snake thinks 

she’s found the truth of it all. She wants a world where intelligence assets do what’s right instead 

of what was necessary.” 

The overhead speaker squawked and the officer-of-the-watch called the boat to action 

stations.  

 “I can’t imagine such a place,” Bond said before slipping into silence. 

# 

Though the Caribbean Sea was far from cold, the water still gnawed at Bond’s joints. His 

frogman suit offered little insulation against the ache, and the twenty pounds of waterproof 

duffle tethered to Bond’s waist made the already miserable swim worse. Each breath through the 
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plastic and neoprene snorkel demanded another, and another, to the point that he might as well 

have abandoned stealth and floated about on the surface like a middle-aged oaf on vacation. 

Swimming under water heaped shame with agony.  

On each dive, Bond managed a dozen kicks and pulls before his chest started to ache. His 

pride demanded he push to twenty strokes, at the very least. He knew, though he would never 

admit it aloud, even at his age he should be able to manage thirty without feeling the tang of salt 

water in his mouth or a burning in his lungs.  

“Your health is poor, Bond, and this isn’t the first time we’ve had this conversation,” he 

heard M’s voice each time he began the arduous climb up to the surface.  

When the tip of the snorkel finally broke through the barrier between worlds, Bond used 

the last of his wind to clear the breathing tube of sea water before desperately filling his lungs 

with much needed air.  

Relief was short lived before the cycle began anew.  

The sun was well over the horizon when Bond clawed his way onto beach. Felix’s 

timetable called for him to be under the tree canopy before dawn. Struggling to his feet, James 

Bond managed three steps before the lactic acid in his legs staggered him to a halt. A knot 

tightened in Bond’s stomach, doubling him over so hard he fell to his knees. Attempts to 

straighten up led to a belch stinking of rotten eggs passing Bond’s lips. A moment later, he 

leaned forward and retched a greasy, curdled brine of salt water, whiskey, cream, and partially 

digested pork onto the yellow sand.  

“I guess that’s another point for you, M.”  

 Wiping his mouth on the back of his hand, Bond made a second attempt to stand. His 

head spun, and it was a constant battle to keep his legs from going akimbo, but his footing held. 
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A couple of laboured kicks absented the sight and smell of the pile of sick from his senses. 

Bond’s back spasmed as he hoisted his kit bag from the sand to his shoulder. Grunting with each 

step, he made his way toward the tree line. 

 Once he was into the foliage, Bond opened the bag and began his transformation. In a 

matter of minutes he’d peeled out of the frogman suit and slung the .25 Beretta under his Cuban 

Army fatigues. Much to his surprise, the CIA-issued combat boots actually fit. Try as he might, 

he couldn’t imagine Q-division or the Royal Navy pulling off the same trick if the Queen’s life 

depended on it. 

           Bond dug a shallow pit to hide the snorkel, flippers, mask, frogman suit, rucksack, and 

hand spade. He was content to soil his uniform as a means of selling the look. 

 Smear some dirt on your face and try not to say anything with that English accent of 

yours. The locals won’t have any reason to doubt you.  

Felix’s briefing seemed typically American in its arrogance. Assuming that a Cuban 

couldn’t tell the difference between a tanned Anglo and one of their own defined the hubris that 

led to this mess.  

 With shore legs fully recovered, James Bond slung an AK-47, the last of his mission kit, 

over his shoulder. The Russian-made gun made a much more convincing piece of camouflage 

than his dirty face.  

# 

Bond watched a frog hop past him while he crouched in the bush above the Cuban POW 

camp. Compared to the time he spent in the Burmese jungle during the war, Bond found his 

march through Cuba’s not-quite-jungles to be almost pleasant. Not a single thing tried to kill him 

during the nine-and-a-half hour inland hike. Tree snakes respected the ground as Bond’s sphere 
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of influence. The much discussed Cuban crocodiles were nowhere to be seen. There were spiders 

and lizards, aplenty. Not to mention enough mosquitos sampling his blood to make him worry 

about Dengue fever. But for once, nothing actively sought to end James Bond’s life.  

From dusk to darkness, a fleet of twenty-year-old GAZ-67 trucks roll in and out of the 

makeshift prison, bolstering both the inmate and guard population of the camp. Beyond the 

ramshackle gatehouse, which secured the only vehicle access to the penal colony, the camp itself 

boasted the tidy roads and avenues of a Roman Legionary encampment. The Cubans 

concentrated their guard points at the intersections of the makeshift streets, watching and 

listening for any commotion beyond the sounds of nocturnal insects. 

“They’re not stupid,” Bond mused. Despite the CIA’s low estimation of the Cuban 

Army’s worth, Bond admired their quaint professionalism. If the camp’s design was inspired by 

the Romans, so too was its lighting. Only the buildings at the camp’s core, where the consul and 

his legati would have bivouacked, were wired with electricity. The rest of the camp lived in long 

shadow from open flame torches.  

Bond probed the camp from within those dark corners. When possible, he pressed his 

face to the irregular boards of locked buildings, seeing only huddled men inside. No helpful 

screams let him charge to the rescue. Perhaps they would come later when Fidel and Raul needed 

to determine who was a duped exile and who was a CIA agent provocateur. For a cold moment, 

Bond considered how many brothers he was leaving to their doom over this one woman.  

Equal measures of luck and logic led Bond to the only shack in the camp that was barred 

from the outside and featured two guards flanking its door. Approaching the building from 

behind let him see a single occupant in a chair through the clapboard wall. At the very least, he 

knew he wasn’t kicking down the Commandant’s door. 
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 On inspection, both of the men guarding the hut appeared to have at least six inches and 

a stone of solid muscle on Bond. Even with his silenced Beretta, gunplay would bring the entire 

camp upon him. James approached the building with the barrel of his Kalashnikov resting 

against his shoulder and the butt of the stock in his right hand. His stride toward the guards was 

slow and measured despite the thunderous pounding in his chest and ears.  

“Qué es?” One of the soldiers asked in his heavily accented Spanish.  

“Nuevos pedidos,” Bond answered, hoping like he didn’t sound too much like a 

Caucasian who learned Spanish while womanizing in Madrid.  

“Qué?” the first soldier asked again, stepping forward.  

Bond’s left hand struck the approaching Cuban’s throat; four fingers and a thumb coming 

to a point below the man’s Adam’s apple. The soldier sunk to his knees, clutching his neck as if 

the gesture would soothe the violent spasms in the muscles around his trachea.  

The other guard’s shameful inexperience proved Bond’s saving grace. A combat veteran 

could shoulder and unsafe his weapon in a single motion. A man with cold blood on his hands 

shot from the hip during close quarters combat. This toy soldier was neither. He followed the 

training manual, and the extra second he spent to shoulder and then unsafe his rifle let Bond 

sidestep past the gun’s barrel.  

Bond’s forehead met the bridge of the Cuban’s nose with enough force to splinter nasal 

cartilage before the Kalashnikov could crack off a single round. Bond dropped his own gun, 

stripping the Cuban of his in turn. His grip on the butt and barrel turned the rifle into a quarter-

stave, instantly connecting a modified uppercut with the Cuban’s mouth. The force of the impact 

sent the boy reeling backwards; his head smashed against the back of the hut before he slumped 

to the ground.  
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The first guard’s gasping and wheezing built in volume as he looked on, helpless and 

horrified. The last thing he saw was Bond swinging the rifle like a batsman defending his 

wickets. Wood met skull with a crunch, and the soldier’s face met dirt.  

James unbarred the door as quietly as he could manage. Though the hut was dark, the 

light bleed from beyond the frame barely let him make out a woman’s shape bound to a chair.  

“Drag them in here, quickly,” came the order from the chair.  

“Water Snake?” Bond asked. 

“Introductions later. Drag them in, and shut the door. If any other soldiers pass by they 

will think those two are the latest to try and have a go at me.” 

Two rounds in the chest and one in the head could have ended the mission. Yet Bond also 

knew those three shots might be the last of his career. He told himself he was cleaning up his 

mess when he heaved the unconscious Cubans into the hut. Pulling the Beretta from its holster 

should have made the act of self-deception feel more honest.  

“BBC accent. Shoulder holstered gun. Barely passable CQC. James Bond, I presume.” 

Sweat rose on the back of Bond’s neck at hearing his name said aloud. He fumbled at 

screwing the silencer into his Beretta, desperate to keep up appearances. All the while his mind 

raced through the possible ways this woman could know his name.  

“Don’t bother with that. We both know you’re not going to shoot me.” Bond stood silent. 

The anxious tremors in his hands ebbed, and he pointed the Beretta at the Water Snake.  

 “Why? Because you’re a woman playing a man’s game?” Bond said, walking slowly 

behind her, pistol trained at her head.  
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“Oh please,” she scoffed. “You’re not going to shoot because that would mean you’ve 

given up. Given up on the job and sold whatever humanity the service hasn’t managed to strip 

from you.” 

“You know nothing about me,” he answered. 

“False bravado. I wager the part of you that’s keeping your finger from squeezing off a 

few rounds is the same part that wants to forgive Vesper Lind.”  

Bond’s index finger tensed around the steel. He almost ended it. Her life. His career. His 

soul. He would have sent it all to the pension queue with a bottle of cheap gin if it weren’t for 

one thing.  

She was right.  

# 

Water Snake walked in front of James Bond for five hours. Bond’s arms ached from 

keeping the Kalashnikov trained on her. She never once hesitated, flinched, or betrayed any 

intention of deviating from the course Bond set for them. Dawn was still hours away, but 

darkness was softening on the horizon. 

 “How much distance do you think we have on their patrols,” he asked.  

“It’s a big island, but we haven’t been careful about hiding our tracks,” she answered. 

“Worst case, half an hour.” 

“Time enough then,” Bond came to a stop and squatted down on his haunches. “Your file 

said you are 00-naught,” Bond said looking up at her.  

 “The first and only. It’s a number from a lifetime ago. Back when the Admiral was a 

Captain and we held the fate of the world in our hands with the Russians and Americans,” Water 

Snake turned to face Bond.  
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“Then you went over to the CIA?” 

“After doing a little wet work with the GUGB. Khrushchev asked for my help when he 

was the apple of Stalin’s eye. Seventy-three kills and a few nights spent with Comrade Nikita 

later, the Captain pulled me back and traded me to the CIA, who were none too interested in 

what I learned during my time in Moscow.”  

Bond detected a slight sigh of relief as she leaned against the trunk of an overgrown tree. 

It was the first time she seemed mortal during their escape. “Now why don’t you ask me what 

you really want to know, James Bond? Ask me the question you’ve had since you read my CIA 

file.” 

Bond took a moment to study her features. Crow’s feet and age lines marred the dark skin 

of her face. A scar ran from her forehead to her left ear. Despite her age, there was steel in her 

eyes. It was an intensity Bond remembered seeing in the mirror when he was younger, when he 

still believed.  

“Felix said you left because you wanted to do what was right.” 

 She nodded.  

“How is that possible?” Bond asked.  

“I came here because the Americans were doing the right thing for the wrong reason. Just 

as the Castro boys and Ernesto are doing the wrong things for the right reasons.” 

Bond shook his head, shifting from his haunches to a knee before the first 00-agent.  

“We don’t know enough to make those calls,” he said. 

“Who does? The politicians? They only know what the bureaucrats tell them, and the 

bureaucrats only say what won’t get them sacked from their comfortable government jobs. How 

many hours have you sat in your office reading intelligence reports? All that knowledge and you 
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don’t think you’re qualified to act on your best judgement? What do you think M knows that you 

don’t?” 

Bond couldn’t muster a response. This woman, this unknown rogue and her words were a 

crushing weight on the pillars holding up the fragile rationalizations of Bond’s life and career. 

“You know as well as I do that this glorious Cuban revolution is a pressure cooker. The 

Americans won’t stand for it, and all the Russians see is a chance to build a new puppet in the 

West.” 

“So you’d rather the Americans kept their tin pot dictator in place? The devil we know?” 

“James, you know our world is never as simple as black and white. The slightest nudge at 

the right moment might have turned this invasion into a real revolution. I wanted it to be 

something that would have embarrassed the Castros and the CIA. I was so close to making it 

happen.”  

“Yet here we are,” Bond’s hand motioned a survey of the primordial near-jungle. There 

was a flash of something warm in Water Snake’s eyes before her face tightened.  

 “Something bad is coming, James. Something the world has never seen. It will make 

Hugo Drax and his silly missile seem like a child with his tinker toys. I stayed,” she emphasised 

the words. “I stayed because I can’t stop it alone. I need operators, and I couldn’t think of a 

better way to find one than to see who would be the first to get to me. I hoped it would be you, 

Bond.” 

James let the silence hang between them for a moment.  

“Why?” 
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“Because you’re looking for something. You’re looking for it at the bottom of a bottle, at 

the end of a cigarette, or between the legs of whatever trollop happens to cross your path. 

Perhaps it’s time to look somewhere else.” 

“I…” Bond hesitated. “I wouldn’t know where to begin.” He let the Kalashnikov rest 

against his leg and pulled the Beretta from his shoulder holster. “This is all I know.”  

“It starts with a choice.” 

James Bond took one last, hard look at the Beretta in his hands. The gun. The mission. 

The woman. His life. His soul. They were all right here in front of him.  

“I think it might be too late for me.” The words left his mouth as a sigh, an admission to 

himself about what he had become. “I know someone else, though.”  

Bond thought of Alfie’s four successful missions with their zero body count. He wanted 

to crush the boy of his endless wits, honing him into something harder and more efficient. Now 

he saw a better fate for his would-be successor. Bond rose to his full height, one hand finding its 

way to his back as he stretched his tensed lumbar. With a flick of his wrist, he tossed his Beretta 

at Water Snake’s feet.  

“Safe to assume you have a way off the island?” Bond asked. 

The Water Snake offered a single slow nod of approval before picking up the gun. 

“I’ll be in touch.” 

# 

“So it’s done?” Felix Leiter asked. “The bitch is dead?” 

Bond sipped at a black coffee inside the Nautilus. “She won’t be troubling anyone 

anymore, except for the Castro brothers when they have to explain how she ended up dead on 

their watch.”  
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Another lie and another gamble. Water Snake handwaved away any other potential cover 

story Bond could imagine.  

“Good. I’m glad you could get the job done. I don’t know if you truly grasp the 

magnitude of this operation, James.”  

“I have some idea,” Bond muttered. 

The Nautilus’ executive officer rapped a ringed finger against the ward room door. The 

sudden sound pulled Bond’s attention away from his coffee.  

“Commander Bond, COMSUBLANT has your cable ready to London.”  

Bond smiled and slid a folded sheaf of paper across the table.  

“Thank you, Lieutenant Commander,” Bond emphasised the Anglo ‘left’ pronunciation 

in the sailor’s rank, shooting a sideways glance at Felix. “If you’ll be so kind as to have your 

communications officer transmit this, word for word, I should think the Admiralty will be 

contented.” 

“Aye, Commander.” 

The boat’s exec nodded to Felix before leaving the two spies to their own company.  

“Not reporting to M yourself?”  

“M be damned. I’ve been up for thirty-six hours, Felix. I’m going to sleep. Don’t wake 

me for anything less than World War Three.” 

# 

 Ensign Matthew C. Moore, Communications Officer, USS Nautilus worked his way 

through the mid-watch’s comms traffic. Most of it was routine, save for an eyes only dispatch to 

Universal Exports in London. 

 Moore turned to his KL-7 and began keying in the message for encryption.  
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 Bent sword melted. 

 Virginia sends gratitude. 

 Transiting to King’s Town. 

 Intend to continue double naught three’s apprenticeship. 

 Disregard cashier request on former.  

 Double naught seven in error. 


